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Background

Challenges

Celebration = Action
A small town (Tunbridge, Vermont) set out to celebrate its 250th
anniversary by seeking old photos and home movies taken over the
years.
New Discovery
Early 20th century 8x11 glass negatives and photos were
discovered, through town resident descendents and research at the
state historical society.

The Search for Home Movies
Our search for footage that featured town activities was difficult.
Fortunately, the one family film included three key town events; the
annual Memorial Day Parade, a diving competition at the town
swimming hole, and the 200th anniversary celebration.

Early 20th Century Photos – People, Scenes

Home Movies Sought
Town residents were canvassed for old home family movies shot in
the area. Three families responded; one family film was digitized,
as it depicted three town-focused events.
Regional Footage Identified
Research at the Vermont State Historical Society revealed footage
taken on local fairgrounds during World War II; a local filmmaker
recalled footage shot in an interview series in the 1980’s.
Old & New Photos
Finally, a selection of old photos of familiar buildings was
presented with current photos of same buildings.

1944 – Footage of Vermont State Guard in Tunbridge

1960’s – Home Movies of Town Events

Film Transfers
A trustworthy vendor to do high quality transfers and respect the
chain-of-custody processes needed to be found, in a rural state.
Software used: OX 10.6.8; iMovie ’09; iPhoto ’09; iDVD

Suggestions / Comments Solicited
1988 – Resident Interviews

Local Music, Narration
Local fiddler music was used as background for older photos. The
town historian narrated the home movie footage. World War II era
music was used in 1940’s footage.
Community Pride
The local historical society’s presence was enhanced by release of
DVD; copies were placed in local schools and libraries, in addition
to regional organizations. The DVD was premiered at a town
event; copies have sold well to local residents.

Computer Software
Out-of-the-box-software was readily available, but software was
minimally supported by media departments as they used later
versions, or different applications.
The Learning Curve
The creator (a computer savvy educator) needed to learn the
computer applications to manage film, photos, and DVD creation.

Rewards
Best Images
The creation of the DVD presented the opportunity to find
uncovered images and transfer them in the highest quality possible,
in addition, place copies in regional archives.

It Takes Time
This DVD creation took 24 months from inception to completion.
Volunteer labor, hard drive crashes, and delays from all fronts
contributed to this timing.

Where can we publish, share this knowledge?
How can we improve the process?
Our target audience is historical societies and community
libraries – and where else?

Then & Now Photos – Selected Scenes

Send to: fpond@uvm.edu

